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 A noticeable part of the Iranian plateau has always been suffering the lack of natural 

resources of water, so in order to confront it, Iranian architects have thought about some 
maneuvers. The Iranian naturalist architecture has held „water‟ like a holy element in 

itself and has emphasized protecting and guarding it as the life provider and the 

Goddess of fertility, and also on providing a devotional atmosphere on the worthless 
values of this element. From very ancient times, water was considered a holy element 

just like fire and according to Avesta, the Zoroastrian holy book and all religious 

Pahlavi letters and many Roman and Greek writers (such as Herodotus), Iranians have 
always honored water and fire and worshipped them, so making them dirty was 

considered a big sin. Undoubtedly, water is one of the most important elements in 

making a place residential and possible to live in, but with having a devotional 
architecture, water has also been considered a cultural element besides being vital in 

everyone‟s life and it became more meaningful and sensible. In all ancient times, 

Iranian architects have always been thinking about making architectural environments 
more verdant by putting water as the central part of architectural and religious places. 

Thinking like this, the splendid temples of Anahita (Nahid, the guardian Goddess of 

water) was located all over Iran and neighbor countries to sanctify water, e.g. Anahita 
temple in Kangavar and Nahid temple in Bishapoor.  This article glances over Anahita, 

its temple and the process of water circulation in Bishapoor‟sAnahita temple and also 

talks about how to use a religious architecture in order to create a special building 
regarding the meaning of water. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 The metaphor of water and its myth “Anahita”: The importance of water in our culture and the attention our 

ancestors paid to it and its values has a direct connection with our country‟s climate and its placement in a dry, 

semi-arid region.  In all over the history, people have used water as a part and element of architecture for its 

various manifestations and the usage which led them into beauty and excitement. In fact, the element of water 

has connected human being and his environment to each other. In Iranian art and, of course, architecture, water 

had an important position as a symbol of life, serenity, joy and movement. The holiness of water in the great 

ancient civilization of Iran was so obvious and due to the holiness of water in the Orient and especially among 

Iranians, it was always the main element of shaping the environment in architecture. 

 In ancient Iran, water was not only used for fulfilling material needs, but also had a great impact in spiritual 

and mental behavior. Water with its diverse functions (brightness, freshness, stillness, tranquility, mobility, etc.), 

could bring different feeling in the soul of the human mind.At that time the water was more abstract. Temples 

and Altarswere respectfully placed close to the water as if it was a path for human being toenter another world. 

Water has presented its spiritual pattern and role in Iranian architecture. In a way as if the running of water was 

its abstract show in the nature and that all it had was paid attention to in times of prayer. In this architecture, 

understanding the concept of water is the same as understanding the architecture of water, the physical behavior 

of water, how we feel about it and more important the role it has in allegory, myth and its relationship with the 

human life. With its conflict usage, water is one of the four main elements of life along with earth, fire and 

wind. 

 MYTHis the semi-Arabicof the Greek word “Historiya”. The myth is the origin of human‟s thought and 

emotion and shows his desires and feelings. Thus it has a close connection with religion and philosophy. In 

ancient time, human being used to decode the mysteries of the world and life in a symbolic way. (Gaviri 
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13:1385) Myths describe a divine element in the world. Historical accuracy of myths is not important, but what 

is important is the value that they have among their followers. The usage of myth is the fact that separates it 

from stories.At the time, myths not only covered human being‟s ideology about the universe but also was a good 

answer to his spiritual and material needs. (Gaviri, 15:1385) For the universe, myth is full of secrets and 

superhuman powers and is the base of many elements in the nature… For Arians, the elemt that had a direct 

connection with their lives was the rain. This is clear when we look at the old stories and see how it was the 

basis of subtle stories and pleasant myths. One of these myths is the myth of the Godess“ Anahita”. ( Gaviri, 

16:1385). 

 

The Appelation of Anahita: 

 In iranianbelifs, the star or as said these days the planet of Anahid /Nahid (Venus) is the star of running 

waters and that‟s the reason why the temple of Venus was placed close to the rivers… ( MoradiGhiasAbadi. 

17:1386) The star “Anahid” has been mention with other name of “ OrdaviSoor” in written Iranian writings and 

all over “AbanYasht” in Avesta where it was being praised, it was called “AredoiSoorAnahita”. This name is a 

compound noun consist of three words – all of them adjectives (in Persian): 

 Ard: coming up – expanding – increasing – growing 

 Soor: powerful – capable 

 Nahid: In ancient Persian “A” is a sound that makes words negative and “ Ahid” means dirty and filthy. 

  

 Before being the great Godess of water, this name and the personality relatend to that, was the name of a 

river (Ardooy or Ardooysoor) and also the name of a star (Anahid/ Venus) while being a title for that river. 

Ardooyriver was the same as Oxus river which was the biggest, longest, widest and with the highest water level 

river of Iran during ancient times… In its source, Oxus, while being called “PanjAab”, flew from the mountain 

“Hoker” in Tajikestan to the Caspian sea. But Anahid , as mentioned before, was the name of the famous star 

“Venus” which is the most beautiful, impressive star in the sky. From the view point of someone from the earth, 

Venus can never get further from the sun than 47 degree since it is one of the stars with its orbit between the sun 

and earth. Thus this star is only visible before the sunrise in the east horizon or after the sunset in the west 

horizon and with an altitude of about 47 degrees and can never be seen in the middle of sky.  That‟s why when 

Venusis the morning star, it rises up from the height of Hacker (the roof of Iran) along with Oxus river and both 

of them moved their ways, one from the earth and the other from the sky, to the Caspian sea and when it was an 

evening star, in sank in the Caspian sea again along with the Oxus river. (MoradiGhiasAbadi, 17:1386) This 

phenomenon made ancient Iranians believe in the divine force on the Venus and the Oxus river as one and call it 

“OrdooiSoorAnahid “. They even called the Venus as the source where the water of Oxus river come from. This 

is where Iranian‟s belief comes that “water and brightness have the same source” or “water is brightness”.  This 

has also been mentioned in “AbaanYasht” which is a part of Avesta. “It is who the power that is famous 

everywhere. It is the one who as big as all waters running through the earth. It is who the power that goes into 

Farakhkert sea from the mountain of Heker.” (MoradiGhiasAbadi, 18: 1386) “ArdooySooyAnahita” is the 

source of the cosmic sea while being in its heavenly place. It is strong and bright, tall and beautiful, pure and 

noble and worthy of freedom wearing his golden crown with eight thousand stars on his head, with a golden 

dress and golden necklace on his beautiful neck being carried bywind, rain, and hail and clouds. Its help is 

needed in order to win over the demons and enemies. It is responsible for fertility and birth and is a source of all 

productivity. It‟s the mother of all water sources and the keeper of the seed of male creatures. It makes the 

sperm of all goats clean, purifies all female wombs and cleans the milk in mothers‟ breasts. (MoradiGhiasAbadi, 

18:1386). 

 

The History of Anahid In the World: 

 Introduction of praising Mehr (kindness) and Venus by Artaxerxes (An Achaemenid king) in Iran and other 

countries of Persian Empire led into a national and religious alliance. That's why Venus fame swept across the 

Iranian border into the neighbor  countries and was respected in Lydia, Armenia, and Turkey and as some 

examples.(Azargoon, 56:1388) (Table 1)  In many countries ruled by Iran, temples were made under the name 

of the Goddess Venus (Anahid). Ancient historians have been aware of her temples all over Asia Minor to 

Greece Sea near the city of Sardis (Lydian capital).The goddess was honored especially in countries of Asia 

Minor such as Armenia because Parthians ruled that country and the Zoroastrian religion had an influence there. 

Also some other Gods such as Mithras( Mehr), Venus and Mars were also praised there.Agathangelus, the 

Armenian historian of fourth century AD, says that the Temple of Venus in the city of Erezhad a statute all 

made by gold (Arabic Gulpaygani, 57:1376).  
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Table 1: Anahita same in the world. 

country word 

Iran Anaitis 

Greece Artemis 

Rome Diana 

India SeresViti 

 

Table 2: Different symbols of anahita. 

Caw The animal symbol 

Friday The day symbol 

Pomegranate flowers Plant symbol 

Venus Celestial 

A maiden Ground 

 

The History of Anahid in Iran: 

All over the history, the man always had religiousbeliefs and in this mental systemworshiping theGodmothers 

were one of the oldest traditions in common.Anahita(the Persian goddess),one of the mother-Goddesses was 

praised and honored, as mentioned, not onlyin Iran, but also in many parts of the world… Women had a very 

important task in primitive societies. Aside from being a carrier of the blood of the tribe, they were the 

guardians of fire.According to "Ghirshman", she was even the maker of ceramics and basic tools for agricultural 

affairs. That's why in tribal societies, women not only used to work. 

 In the Parthian period Anahitawas worshipped along withAhura Mazda and Mehr. It seems at that time (the 

Parthians) "Venus" had a higher status compared to the other three Gods.In some ancient yashts ofAvesta 

(Persian ancient hymns in praise of the gods), there was a Godhead called "ApamNepat" (the grandson of water) 

who although had the same place of Ahura Mazda and Mehr at the begining, but stated using its significance 

little by little until there were no name of it in Avesta. At the time, it was replaced byAnahita (the goddess of 

water) who gets her own hymn ... In some medieval texts "OordooySoorAnahita" refered to two independent 

Gods: Oordooysoor (the father of Waters) and Venus (the mother of water). (Gaviri, 7:1385-9) Table 2 

represents the different symbols of Venus in ancient times. 

 
Table 3: A study on the holiness of water in ancient irancalture-source: shahcheraghi.2011. 

Physical evidence Evidence on sacred water principles the historicalera 

- - Gods Arians 

DoorAntash city Document The godesspeiniker Gods Ilamians 

Anahita Temples Anahita Trinity of Gods Achaemenidians 

Anahita Temples Anahita Trinity of Gods sohookiyan 

Anahita Temples Anahita Trinity of Gods Parthians 

Anahita Temples Anahita ا Zoroastrianism Sasanian 

 

The Temples of Anahid in Iran: 

 Anahita temples are typically big and bulky and theirfunction is solely to worship the goddess of water… 

These temples were dedicated to admire and understand the meaning of water. (Table 3 shows the sacredness of 

water in different periods) In fact, all spiritual dimensions of water such as clarity, purity, innocence, flow  and 

are worshipped there. (Bozorgmehri, 46:1378) Anahita temples were only built in governmental palaces because 

it was the king‟s responsibility to worship it and ask for rain, so in times of drought, the king was called 

irreligious by people. In these cases, the kings paid people a part of their taxes back because of their own failure. 

Normal people could also do their prayers there. (SarAfraaz, 55:1388) One of the famous temples of Anahita in 

Iran is the one in Kangavar which by some people is believed to belong to Seleucid (200. C. M.)andby some 

another is related to the Parthian period.Another example is the altars of Venus isin Hamedan (second century 

BC. M.) And the Temple of Bishapour in Fars province. Some other famous temples that may belong to Anahita 

temples are as follows: 

1. The altar of AzarGoshnasb ( the fire of kings), Azerbaijan (Ganjak) 

2. The altar of AzarFaranbagh (the fire of clergymen), Kabul( Mount Rashan) 

3. The altar of AzarBorizenMehr (the fire of farmers), Khoraasaan(Rivand mountains) 

 Venus figurines can also be seen in Susa, Naqsh-e Rustam, Ecbatana, Kangavar,Persepolis, Estakhr-e Pars 

and some other places. (Gaviri, 105:1385-103) 

 

Temple Platform (City of Bishapour): 

 Bishapour city, with an area of about 200 acres, is located 23 kilometers North West of Kazeroon and on 

the margin ofa river with the same name.The city was built at the time of Shapur I (272-241 AD) - the second 

Sassanid king - and by the Syrian architect named "Apsay".Plenty of water, springs, natural obstacles and being 

on the road has made Shapur I build a city there with his name on it after winning King Valerian (emperor of 

Rome).According to the French researcher RomainGhirshman: "The city was not increased by the local 

population and it was not a military base either at the beginning, Bishapour had no political, economic or 
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administrative usage. It was only a city based on the royal passion of a king ". Bishapour was a royal city which 

should reflect the tastes, power and the glory of a king and with the memorial characteristics it has, it can 

represent the great traditions in the architecture of Iran during the great history of Achaemenid. Bishapour was 

made under the new plan of Hippo Dame (the tetrahedral elements form a regular rectangular grid) and was 

habitable up of the 7th century AD. The two Avenues, one from North to South and the other from East to West 

divides the city into four parts. Each of these streets leads to one of the city gates (total of four gates).The main 

gate of the city, on the west side of the bridge remains available today. The city was protected fromfour sides. 

On the North Angle was Ghal-e Dokhtar and a castle like wall, on the west side was Shapur Riverand on the 

East and South side, the city was protected by a moat. 

 At the end ofSasanian era the Persiancontext and the class system was changed. Important people got mixed 

up with merchants and artists and led into a new class called teachers. That brought four categories: Clergymen, 

military, teachers and the mass of the nation (City - Fellows, industrialists and villagers).Bishapour‟s two 

metropolitan areas were: 

1 - Predominantly public area (wider part): residential homes, public places  

2 - Royal Citadel: ShapourHall, Ivan mosaic, Valerian Palace andAnahita Temple 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Site plan, 1-Palace, 2-temple, 3-hall. 

 

Anahita Temple: 

 The temple is located in north of the city Bishapour and according to the map locations,neighboring areas a 

King‟s Citadel (House dome), a mosaic covered hall (piebald) in which the floor is all covered by a variety of 

large mosaics (Figure1).The temple was made of masonry and other areas of rubble. Anahita temple is an open 

cubic shape building (no roof) with the length, width and height of 14 meters. 6 meters of which are placed 

below ground level .Its purpose was to allow water into the building. Before the construction of the temple, 

there was an aqueduct that brought water into this place from a river split within 250 yards away. The end of 

that aqueduct is a part of the temple corridor now (Figure 3).  

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Plan & section of the temple, Renovated North elevation of temple, Renovated east elevation of temple 

 (source: ale hashem. 1388) 

 

 
Fig. 3: Doorway 
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Fig. 4: central space of the temple, (source: ale hashem.1388). 

 

Cubic Sides: 

 Doorway- in each of thesides of the cube there are doorways to a height of 4 meters.The south side doorway 

is the main entrance of the building and it‟s acontinuation of the hallway corridor same asceiling tracks that 

connects the space below the temple and the groundwith 24 steps (each with a height of 25 meters). The 

entrance staircase doesn‟t have anywhere to stop and rest.The crown decorating doorways are same as 

Persepolis‟ and doorway connections and heavy cutting are also same as the Persian Achaemenid practices 

(Figure 3). (AleHashem, 58:1388, 59). 

 

The Central Space: 

 Due to its performance in showing the tribute to water, this space has no roof. Among this square, open pit, 

there is a square shaped pond witha dimension of 10/11 × 10/11 meters and a depth of 40 cm, which iscovered 

byneatly placed stones with dimensions of 1 × 1 m. Around the pond area there is a spacewith a width of 1.40 

m, which, presumably, was the gathering place for the celebrations of the worshipers. Due to the open ceiling 

and bright space, the worshipers were able to see their own image in the water (Figure 4). (AleHashem, 

58:1388, 59). 

 

The Corridor: 

 There are four corridors on the four sides of the main open ceiling square which, unlike the main building, 

are covered with ceiling tracks. The three North, East and WestCorridors, each with a length of 22 meters and a 

width of 83/1 meters, had the responsibility of supplying water for the main port. The south corridor which was 

constructed behind the south wall (near the entrance stairs) was narrower compared to the other corridor and 

was also placed in a higher place so that the worshipper entered the bright area from a darker one.At the east and 

west end of the corridor, there are two arched doorways which are opened to allow the worshippers watch the 

water flow in the two corridors before entering the main space provided. (AleHashem, 58:1388, 59) 

 

Materials: 

 The walls between the square form space and the rectangular water flow corridors (the East, North and 

West ones) are cut to a height of 5 m double stone with a thickness of 2.35 meters which is placed between two 

rows of stone walls (double) covered with the rubble Soil and the left 9 meters are filled up with rubble and 

mortar, stucco and plaster. (L. H., 1388: 59,61). 

 

Circulation and distribution of water: 

 The first element in the path and direction of water circulation and distribution of the temple is a stone 

carving by three passages relevant to the task of water management and organization. The left passage lets water 

into a narrow waterway with a width of 7 cm along the east corridor. After passing over the "margin" (narrow 

waterway) of the corridor,some of the water enters the main area through the underground of the east 

doorway.The extrawater runs intothe NorthCorridor.(figure 5).  The other extra water finds its way through a 

small hole in the end of the northern corridor into the western corridor where it splits into two other branches 

and then passes through the western corridor the way it did through the northern and eastern one and finally 

enters the main temple area through the western corridor.  
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Fig .5: Circulation of water. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Distribution of water. 

 

 The intermediate duct stone divider does the strengthening and weakening of the water flow to balance the 

flow of the water into the main area. This is how the water enters the corridor through three passages, flows in 

three corridors and finally enters the main area through three corridors. The central waterway has two entrances 

for water in the margins of the corridors in a way that flows water into the main place where there will be no 

extra movement, etc. and where the water looks like a mirror.Worshipers around the central pond could see the 

image of themselves and the sky through the clear water where they were encouraged to praise Godand the 

Creator of water.(figure 7). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Plan & pictures from water direction inside the temple 

 

In this temple, the Water was a subsidiary of the objective and objective function and also the motion and 

inactivity of water.Thus the stone divideras a symbol of water andthe east, north and east hallways are placed in 

the category of subjective flows and the inside of the temple (circulation spaces under the platforms) as well as 

the two-channel on the corridor sides were in the category of objective.Due to the lack of wave motion of the 

water in the central pond deep into the ground to a height of 14 meters,there were two tiny conduit openings 

under the water in a way that although the water looked calm on the surface to keep the face of the holy mirror it 

looked like, there was a small flow of it underground to prevent stagnation.In the corridors with the total 
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darkness and light emitted from a height of 14 meters that breaks in the channels of water, sometimes water 

color displays some color that looks like Rainbow (AleHashem, 58:1388-61) 

 All about the symbols, and the ways used to represent water are enchanting to make people say prayers and 

be thankful. This made water two times more important. 

 

Conceptual Foundations of Anahita Temple: 

 Anahita temple, as a place containing effective elements on saving its variation and unity. There were 

different conceptual factors that brought spatial variation in this temple and eliminated monotony, such as: 

 Being surrounded: Since the open middle space around is limited by structural elements (walls), it 

isconfined as a surrounded space which will be perceived as a distinct area. In this surrounded space, inside and 

outside are split up as two different spaces. In fact, walls have played two roles: 1 - Setting the internal area, 2 - 

Separating the inside from outside. Factors that are effective in surrounding this area include:  

 Order: spatial order, geometric order and simplicity of forms and space will result in immediate perception. 

 B) Proportions: the relationship between the length, width and height (each 14 m) of the enclosed space has 

had a significant influence on the degree of its being surrounded. 

 C)After passing through the semi-dark entrance stairs and with the height difference between the origin and 

the destination, without the possibility of knowing what to expect, you enter an unexpectedly larger bright 

space, with clear geometric order. 

Change of space dimension: When you enter the narrow corridor or the entrance and exit roofed stairway 

from the central space or otherwise, you can feel and see  the wideness and tightness which are important 

elements in space variation. 

 The space‟s being open and close 

 Providing shadow and etc 

 The mentioned elementsare different ways to provide variation in the space of the water movement, human 

movement and even the inactivity of water and man in here. Although being variant, the whole temple has an 

understandable unity in itself. “Unity "means coherence, and continuity in the physical layout of the area 

affected by the type of relationship between the details and the whole of temple.A number of factors causing 

cognitive principles of unity are: 

-Coordination of building styles and forms of temple architecture, materials, colors and lighting (bright and dark 

space hierarchy level) 

-Identified spaces and the continuity of paths, beginning, end, and sub-divisions of the discipline of clear 

hierarchy 

-Having the order in all spaces, walls, floors, spatial hierarchy and rhythm 

-Close proportion 

 

Emotional Foundations of Anahita Temple: 

 Perception of interaction can be simply defined as: "Feeling" is receiving stimuli from the environment by 

human senses whereas "perception" is analyzing the received stimuli.The audience senses directly influences the 

temple area‟s perception. The direct perception is the impact of the  

 Viewer‟s understanding on that exact moment. The understanding at the momentin this temple is also 

affected by many factors, such as directions, movement (including speed and direction), light, dimensions, and 

most important of all by all the "senses". Table 4 is in order for the senses to be easily reached. 

 
Table 4: emotional foundation in anahita temple, (source: shahecheraghi, 1388). 

Anahita Temple – water                                Perception of the senses 

 

Appearing and disappearing of water                         
 Showing water in form of linear and surface 

 The impact of stone flooring on the visually increased amount of water                                      

 Reflected light to create contrast lightening 
 Walls and sky reflected in water and visually create a virtual extension                                                                         

 

 

Sense of sight     

Creating a variety of water sounds                                       

Reflection of the sound 
Silence                                                                                   

 

Hearing              
 

Causing soil moisture and odor                                                   Olfactory            

 Creating cool                                                              

Flooring stillness and motion paths                                            

Touch               

 

 

Semantic/physical foundations of anahita temple 

 We‟d better have a view of the meaning of the symbol before addressing the shape and geometry of the 

temple, because the temple is a symbol of Venus - the myth of the goddess of water –and a place with symbolic 

concepts in order to worship water.  
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 Symbolism belongs to the "known world" and is able to receive and analyze senses that in a way refer to the 

“unknown world” (Razjooyan, 42:1378). The symbol has the ability to analyze the meaning (semantics) and 

understand the semantic content beyond immediate effects. The symbol is a something we use to give a face to a 

mental content (e.g.: the myth of a water goddess,Anahita) that always indicates a certain sense (e.g.: concepts 

and value of water). (Grooter, 510:1375). 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: movment axis of water & men. 

 

Temple Form: 

 The spiritual concept of symbol in the architecture of Anahita temple is expressed in different ways.  Color, 

materials, lighting and the body form have some specific traits with which they express the special meanings. 

The form is a means to express the concept or the symbolic meaning of water and the Goddess of water more 

than anything else. Perhaps the environment can be considered as a crucial component that gradually and based 

on experience, has led to stable forms and Space-based volumes.  

 The strong presence of solar radiation over the Iranian plateau was the most abundant natural element that 

has been availablewhile water, as the most important factor in life, could hardly be found in valleys and 

surrounding foothills of the plateau. These two strong and weak, but vital factorswere the inspiration of 

supernatural beliefs and legends in this plateau and formed the myths. The God of Mehr, in the form of the sun, 

and the Goddess Anahita, in the form of water appeared and the body (The temple) became the place for an 

intercourse between these two God and Goddess.The square space in the center of the temple has four walls 

which are perpendicular to the four angels of sun that made a regular Tetrahedralshape that had ended inthe 

upper edge of the sky while in the middle it is mixed with the water (Ahmedi, 93:1384).Since the Temple is an 

image of the universe or the human being in his universal shape, the human body can be considered as a temple 

with his spirit living in it. The universe also gets its energy from the same spirit (Nasr, 5:1380). The temple can 

symbolize the sense of place and universe and also display the pass of time (day, season, etc.) In fact, this 

temple can be used as a symbol in case we can prove the similarity between the construction of universe and 

architecture (Table: 5). 

 
Table 5: 

Rolling type Water System Temple Nature 

Objective Stillness The central space pond Lake, Pond 

 

Subjective 

 

Motion 

 

- The entrance of water from the corridors 
Water flow in the                             central space platform 

 

Groundwater 
Aqueduct 

Objective Motion Water movement in corridors River 

 

The Symbolic Dimensions of the Temple: 

Four: 
Area Description 

Iran Climate Four seasons, The holiness of the four elements: water, soil, wind and fire, The four geographical 
directions,… 

Four periods Asha, sooshiyans, Demon, Body 

Iran architecture Chahar tagh, chahar bagh, …           

 
Social structure Clergymen, Army, Teachers, Mass of nation 

Bishapour city The four gates, The four sections( as a result of two perpendicular streets), The four-arched domed 
palace 

Anahita Temple Square, The square pond, The four ports, The fourcorridors,Four caw statues ( the animal symbol of 

Anahita) 

 

(table 5: the alignment of forms and nature in anahita temple) 

(source, writer.1389) 
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Square: 

The Base Form of the Temple – Square/cube: 

 Architecture in Iran has remained committed to the square and its characterization. This can be seen in 

works left by ziggurats and altars from the pre-Islamic eras.Paying attention to square-shaped forms in which 

the two diagonals make a center is a manifestation of Zoroastrian cosmology: the Altars and temples have been 

accordingly made based on that.This form can be considered as a small symbol of the world (MadadPour, 

164:1383). Squares and cubes as much as four to six are the most static or inactive forms and are the 

representative of some aspects of creation. Cubesare considered symbolic becausein detail they represent the 

earth and in terms of beauty they representthe human being. (Ardalan, 29:1380)On the other hand, "Rene 

Guenon" considers cube as a Foundation and a symbol of stability.In the secrets of architecture this form is 

actually the foundation stone of each building that is placed in the bottom point of it so thatit makes strength and 

stability for the whole building. (Guenon, 160:1361). 

 

Features of the Square: 

 The number four in a square represents the four cardinal directions (the four directions) as well as four 

seasons of the year (sum of the four directions with their high and low side, raised six funds of Cosmic Cube, 

(which is a feature of cube). The square has two directions, the two directions of symmetry or two in diameter. 

In a square, all parts do not worth the same. In here, we have four sides and four right angles which are equal 

(the simplest conceptual point of view). We also have the starting and ending points which although not 

visible,yet exist. (Grooter, 321:1375) Squares hold hidden fields of glow. These fields show up from the corners, 

perimeter, diameters, and the center.These features allow the architect to intervene in the form of the square to 

enhance the inherent qualities of them.In Figure 6 which is a model of the design of this temple in the 

relationship between walls, corners and heads,a release into the environment can be seen. There are secondary 

spaces which are also in shapes of square. They reinforce the main shape because of the similarity they have. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: features of the temple‟s square. 

 

 This sample is center oriented and reinforces the heart of the collection (Central Basin). In this form, the 

centralized organization has made the maximum compactness and also it implicitly includes the hierarchy. 

Center can provide a sense of supremacy over the space that surrounds. (Von Maes, 141:1387) In this state, 

passing through the midpoint to the four sides is expressed in terms of space.Thispattern starts from a central 

point or hub, and then rotates around a central axis and eventually leads to a spatial equilibrium facing outward 

in all directions.This central system can be likened to waves created and published on the calm surface of the 

water when we move it from the center (Akash, 55:1378). 

 

The Temple Levels: 

 In their hearts, surfaces have places or "sense of a place" as each dimension has a specific purpose and 

represents a metaphysical concept. In the hierarchy of leveling, patterns are involved in joining a class to 

another and they are limited to anything beyond that. Threshold to door, the door to wall, the wall to marquee 

and the marquee to heaven. (Ardalan, 35:1380)In thistemple of Heaven and the marquee unify. In fact, the wall 

joins the sky (heaven). The walls in this temple have framed the sky from above and its picture from the bottom. 

In here, the water is a reflection of the universe (figure 10).Symbolic levels in the temple include: 

 Floor:  the floor‟s horizontal shape in architecture is a symbol of earth on which the life is going on. 

 Wall: It‟s a symbol of the third dimension, a dimension that Marquee: a small (and framed) version of the 

universe and the heavens (sky), which has the same importance as spirit. (Ardalan, 36:138). 
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Fig. 10: The temple levels. 

 

Threshold: 

 The relationship between two locations (inside and outside) can be investigated from two dimensions of 

communication. It specifies both the separation and connection. In other words, it can specify separation, 

transfer, discontinuity and continuity around the boundary and interference. In here, threshold (transition space) 

is also considered as a place. (figure 11). 

 

 
 

Fig. 11: Threshold of temple. 

 

 The door and stairsare the regulators that representthis fact. The control the temple‟s permeability and prove 

the place‟s resolution.Indeed, while allowing physical or visualpassage, it alsospecifies the nature of the area. 

(This is also seen in the East and West South Corridor)In general, the threshold has three roles: application, 

protection and semantic.The third at this location is more notable and because of the importance of the space(the 

temple), had a ceremonial function.Passing through the threshold (probably) had its own customs and rituals, 

such as bending, bowing or ascetic touch.Thresholds usually had the custodians of their own, such as gods or 

spirits who prevented the entrance of the human enemies, demons and evil powers. (Von Maes, 180.182:1387). 

 

Conclusion: 

 In the civilization of ancient Persia, Water had obvious and certain importance. Because of its being sacred, 

it was not only used for fulfilling the needs, but also with the flexibility of self spiritually, it affected the shape 

of the architecture and has always been the key element in the layout. 

 Anahita temple in Bishapour, as a place for praising Water, is a document of an Iranian building in which 

regardless of the spiritual presence of water, the water can be seen as the model for all architectures. 

 With its special function (performance and praising of water), this temple has two kinds of movement: 

concrete (e.g. gutters) and non-objective (e.g. water in the main campus). These represent the pure architecture 

buy showing this in the dark corridors and roofless ceilings that show the sky.This was all built based on myths 

and beliefs. A kind of architecture in which only the symbolic aspect of water is the reason to make places that 

have their roots in human‟s understanding of all aspects of water. 
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 It should be considered that our ancestors have found a meaning to the phenomena in the environment 

around them and identified them with understanding of the architecture of nature. In a way that they turn into 

myths and rituals in human‟s minds and spiritual places are built for them. This clever contraption is an income 

to emphasize the spirutual role of the nature that is not limited to the physics and beautifies the art and 

architecture. 
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